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INDULGE

Special reservations

WRITER: NADIA JAY

An innovative new breed of concept restaurant creates an exclusive
new dimension for your dining experience.
A PRIVATE DINING ROOM IS
a popular choice for an exclusive
celebration with friends, family
or business colleagues. Usually a
special side room set apart from
the main dining area of top hotels
and restaurants, it promises a more
intimate atmosphere with exclusive
attention from kitchen and service
staff. Today, the private dining concept
is broadening out with a growing trend
for entire, stand-alone restaurants
to supply a bespoke gastronomic
experience. Often available by
reservation only, these restaurants
give an opportunity to discuss the
menu directly with the chef or to
watch him at work.
One of the most passionate
proponents of this approach is Chef
Bruce Lim. Thanks to his show on the
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Asian Food Channel, this larger-thanlife culinary artist has become well
known for his freestyle approach to
cooking. In Manila, dinner guests at
his reservation-only private eatery,
Chef’s Kitchen, are treated to a frontrow personal cooking performance
as he prepares a constantly changing
menu. Lim, who is Filipino-Chinese
but grew up in America, takes pride in
using only local ingredients to serve
up ingenious new combinations
such as chilled carrot soup spiked
with ginger and scallop ceviche, or
cinnamon-inflected mango strudel
encased in crisp filo pastry.
Another private dining concept
not afraid to stand out from the
crowd is Singapore’s Private Affairs.
Set in the Eastern part of the island
far from more traditional fine dining

Kurobuta pork
cheek – one of
Chef Paul Ng’s
typically artistic
creations at
Private Affairs

locations in the city centre, this chic
40-seat restaurant is tucked away in
a beautifully restored shophouse in
the up-and-coming Joo Chiat district.
Under the wing of talented young chef
Paul Ng, the focus in these elegant
surroundings is fusion – modern
European cuisine with a touch of Asian
flavors. Ng also likes to venture into
the cozy dining area to chat with his
guests, perhaps to discuss the finer
points of his supremely elaborate
white lobster bisque with salmon and
lobster cannelloni, capsicum salsa and
lemongrass crumbs, or the pan-roasted
barramundi with purple artichoke,
seaweed puree and saffron vanilla
cream. Expect the conversations to be
similarly rich and intriguing.
Meanwhile in Shanghai, China,
arguably the most adventurous and
extravagant private dining concept of
all is currently under development.
The brainchild of maverick French-born
Chef Paul Pairet, this bold new venture
is called Ultraviolet – a restaurant
with only ten chairs, where guests
will savor a 20-course avant-garde
menu at a communal table. Pairet and
his team will deliver a personalized
‘sensory play’ featuring a high-tech
system that controls lighting, music,
scent, projections and even the flow
of air. What’s more, the restaurant’s
location is kept secret; guests will be
picked up from a prearranged meeting
point in the city centre before being
transported to their mystery dining
destination. You really cannot get
much more private than that.

CHEF’S TABLE
Unit 106, The Infinity Tower,
26th Street, The Fort, Global City,
Taguig, Philippines.
chefstablemanila.com
PRIVATE AFFAIRS
45 Joo Chiat Place, Singapore.
Tel: +65 6440 0601
privateaffairs.com.sg
ULTRAVIOLET
Shanghai, China. www.uvbypp.cc
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☼㺙ᱶUnit 106, The Infinity Tower,
26th Street, The Fort, Global City,
Taguig, Philippines.
chefstablemanila.com
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☼㺙ᱶ45 Joo Chiat Place,
Singapore.
丂㳸ᱶ+65 6440 0601
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